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THE WHITE ROSE

good enough to act as the cudgel for this new
master class. Frontline soldiers are disciplined
like schoolboys by student leaders and as 
piring gauleiters; gauleiters grope at female
students’ honor with lecherous pranks.
German female students at Munich University
have given a worthy response to the defile
ment of their honor; German male students
have supported their female comrades and
held their ground. This is a first step toward
fighting for our free self-determination,
without which intellectual values cannot be
formed. Our thanks are due to the brave
female and male comrades who have led the
way with their shining example!
There is only one watchword for us: Fight
against the party! Leave the party structures,
through which they seek to keep a political
muzzle on us! Leave the lecture theaters of
the SS Junior and Senior Leaders and party
bootlickers! What we care about is true
science and genuine intellectual freedom! No
threat can scare us off, not even the closure of
our universities. What counts is the fight of
every one of us for our future, our freedom,
and honor in a state that is aware of its moral
responsibility.
Freedom and honor! For ten long years, Hitler
and his comrades have bled dry, thrashed,
twisted these two glorious German words to
the point of disgust, as only dilettantes can,
who cast the highest values of a nation before
the swine. What counts for them as freedom
and honor they have amply shown over ten
years of destruction of all material and intellectual freedom, of all moral substance in the
German nation. The terrible bloodbath they
have executed and continue to execute every
day in the name of freedom and honor of the
German nation across all of Europe has
opened the eyes of even the stupidest Ger
man. The German name remains desecrated
for all times, if the German youth does not
finally arise, revenge, and atone together,
crush its tormenters, and establish a new,
intellectual Europe.
Fellow Students!
Devastated, our nation stands before the
downfall of the men of Stalingrad. The worldwar lance corporal’s ingenious strategy has
driven three hundred and thirty thousand
German men to their death and destruction
without reason or responsibility. Führer, we
thank you!
There is growing unrest among the German
people: Shall we continue entrusting the fate
of our armies to a dilettante? Shall we sacrifice
the remains of the German youth to the base
power instincts of a party clique? Nevermore.
The Day of Reckoning has come, the reckoning
of our German youth with the most despicable
tyranny ever endured by our nation. In the
name of all German youth, we demand from

Adolf Hitler’s state our personal freedom, the
dearest possession of the Germ ans, of which
he has cheated us in the most deplorable way.
We have grown up in a state of ruthless
gagging of any free expression of opinion. HJ,
SA, SS have tried to uniform us, to revolution
ize us, to anesthetize us in the most fertile
years of our education. “Ideological schooling”
was the name of the contemptuous method of
suffocating burgeoning independent thought
and independent values in a fog of empty
phrases. A selection of future leaders, which
could not conceivably be any more diabolical
and at the same time narrow-minded, rears its
future party bigwigs in elite training schools
as godless, shameless, and conscienceless
exploiters and murderous knaves, trained in
blind and mindless adherence to their leaders.
We “workers of the intellect” would be just

Students! The German people are looking to
us! It expects of us, as in 1813 with the de
struct ion of the Napoleonic system, so in 1943
the destruction of National Socialist terror
through the power of the intellect.
Berezina and Stalingrad are flaming up in the
East, the dead of Stalingrad beseech us!
“Take heart, my people, the beacons are
alight!”
Our nation is on the verge of rising up against
the enslavement of Europe through National
Socialism, in the new, devout breakthrough of
freedom and honor!
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